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ABSTRACT
We describe a tool framework, called JALANGI, for dynamic analysis and concolic testing of JavaScript programs. The framework is written in JavaScript and allows implementation of various heavy-weight dynamic analyses for JavaScript. JALANGI incorporates two key techniques: 1) selective record-replay, a technique which enables to record and to faithfully replay a user-selected part of the program, and 2) shadow values and shadow execution, which enables easy implementation of heavy-weight dynamic analyses such as concolic testing and taint tracking. JALANGI works through source-code instrumentation which makes it portable across platforms. JALANGI is available at https://github.com/SRA-SiliconValley/jalangi under Apache 2.0 license. Our evaluation of JALANGI on the SunSpider benchmark suite and on five web applications shows that JALANGI has an average slowdown of 26X during recording and 30X slowdown during replay and analysis. The slowdowns are comparable with slowdowns reported for similar tools, such as PIN and Valgrind for x86 binaries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
JavaScript is the language of choice for writing client-side web applications and is getting increasingly popular for writing mobile applications (e.g. web apps for Tizen OS and iOS), desktop apps (e.g. apps for Windows 8 and Gnome Desktop), and server-side applications (e.g. node.js). However, there are not that many tools available for analysis, testing, and debugging of JavaScript applications. We have developed a simple yet powerful framework, called JALANGI, for writing heavy-weight dynamic analyses for JavaScript. In this paper, we briefly describe the framework and its usage scenarios. The framework provides a few useful abstractions and an API that significantly simplifies implementation of dynamic analyses for JavaScript. A detailed description of the techniques underlying JALANGI can be found in [6].

JALANGI works on any browser or node.js. We achieve browser independence through selective source instrumentation. JALANGI can operate even if certain source files are not instrumented. An analysis in JALANGI works in two-phases. In the first phase, an instrumented JavaScript application is executed and recorded on a user selected platform (e.g. mobile chrome running on Android). In the second phase, the recorded data is utilized to perform a user specified dynamic analysis in a desktop environment.

JALANGI allows easy implementation of a dynamic analysis through the support of shadow values and shadow execution. Shadow values enable us to associate a shadow value with any value used in the program. In JALANGI, we have implemented several dynamic analyses using shadow values and execution: 1) concolic testing, 2) pure symbolic execution, 3) tracking origins of null and undefined [1], 4) detecting likely type inconsistencies, 5) a simple object allocation profiler, and 6) a simple dynamic taint analysis.

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS
We provide a summary of the technical details of JALANGI. For a more detailed technical discussion, please refer to [6]. The user identifies a subset of a web application, for record and replay, which is instrumented by JALANGI. The resulting instrumented code is executed on a platform of user’s choice, during the recording phase. Even though a subset of user-code is instrumented, the entire application is executed during the recording phase, inclusive of instrumented and uninstrumented JavaScript code, and native code. However, only the instrumented code is replayed by JALANGI during the replay phase. The ability of JALANGI to execute the JavaScript application in its entirety on user’s platform, enables the recorded execution to be replayed on a development laptop/desktop JavaScript engine for debugging, inclusive of mobile browser, and node.js based systems, or an in-
tegrated development system with an embedded JavaScript engine. This approach also enables the implementation of dynamic analyses with underlying shadow values, which support shadow executions. Record and replay can be effectively provided, by recording every value loaded from memory during execution, and re-using them during the associated memory loads during replay. This approach, though sound, is not without its challenges, such as: (1) How to effectively record functions and objects? (2) How to provide for replay, when un-instrumented of native function(s) (for example, the JavaScript event dispatcher) call instrumented functions? The first issue is resolved by providing indirect recording, where a unique numerical identifier is associated with every object and function, and by recording the values of these identifiers. The second issue is addressed by explicit recording and calling of instrumented functions, which in turn are called from un-instrumented code, or are executed as a result of being dispatched by the event handler of JavaScript.

Furthermore, we observed that the value of a memory load during replay can be computed through execution of the instrumented code, without the need to record the values of all memory loads. This was used to improve the efficiency of JALANGI, by recording only the necessary memory loads. To identify if the value of a memory load must be recorded, JALANGI keeps track of shadow memory during recording phase, which is updated along side actual memory, as the instrumented code is executed. No updates to shadow memory result from the execution of native and un-instrumented code. To ensure availability of correct values during the replay phase, JALANGI stores the value of memory loads only if a difference is found in the value stored in a memory location during the recording phase (i.e. if a difference is found between the values of the actual memory being loaded and its associated value stored in the shadow memory).

In JALANGI, any value used in execution during the replay phase may be replaced by an annotated value, which may provide additional information for the actual value used. An example would be extra taint information needed to support taint analysis, or it may be information related to actual values in symbolic execution, which may be provided in the form of a symbolic expression. JALANGI uses objects of type ConcolicValue, to denote annotated values.

3. DYNAMIC ANALYSES

In JALANGI, we have implemented the following dynamic analyses:

- Concolic testing [2, 7]: Concolic testing performs symbolic execution along a concrete execution path, generates a logical formula denoting a constraint on the input values, and solves a constraint to generate new test inputs that would execute the program along previously unexplored paths. Concolic testing in JALANGI supports constraints over integer, string, and object types and novel type constraints. We introduced type constraints to handle the dynamic nature of JavaScript—the type of an input variable could be different for different feasible execution paths of the program.

- Pure symbolic execution: Pure symbolic execution executes the program symbolically and never restarts the program for the purpose of backtracking. It checkpoints the state before executing a branch statement, executes one branch, and later backtracks with the checkpointed state to explore the other branch. For small programs, pure symbolic execution avoids time wastage due to repeated restarts.

- Tracking origins of null and undefined [1]: This analysis records source code locations where null and undefined values originate and reports the location when an error occurs due a null or undefined. Whenever there is an error due to such literals, such as accessing the field of a null value, the shadow value of the literal is reported to the user. Such a report helps the programmer to easily identify the origin of the null value.

- Detecting Likely Type Inconsistencies: The dynamic analysis checks if an object created at a given program location can assume multiple inconsistent type. It computes the types of object and function values created at each definition site in the program. If an object or a function value defined at a program location has been observed to assume more than one type during the execution, the analysis reports the program location along with the observed types. Sometimes these kind of type inconsistencies could point us to a potential bug in the program. We have noticed such issues in two SunSpider benchmark programs.

- Simple Object Allocation Profiler: This dynamic analysis records the number of objects created at a given allocation site and how often the object has been accessed. It reports if the objects created at a given allocation site are read-only or a constant. It also reports the maximum and average difference between the object creation time and the most recent access time of the object. If an allocation site creates too many constant objects, then it could lead to memory inefficiency. We have found such a problem in one of the web applications in our benchmark suite.

- Dynamic taint analysis [4]: A dynamic taint analysis is a form of information flow analysis which checks if information can flow from a specific set of memory locations, called sources, to another set of memory locations, called sinks. We have implemented a simple form of dynamic taint analysis in JALANGI. In the analysis, we treat read of any field of any object, which has not previously been written by the instrumented source, as a source of taint. We treat any read of a memory location that could change the control-flow of the program as a sink. We attach taint information with the shadow value of an actual value.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

JALANGI is available at https://github.com/SRA-SiliconValley/jalangi. We have implemented JALANGI in JavaScript.

JALANGI operates by instrumenting JavaScript code. Table 3 shows code obtained after instrumentation of the code in Table 1. During instrumentation, JALANGI inserts various callback functions from the JALANGI library. The callback functions are listed in Table 2. These functions wrap
var a = {x: 1, y: 2};

function f2 (c) {
    if (c > 5)
        a.y = a.x + c;
    return c;
}

f1(12);

Table 1: Sample Code Before Instrumentation

Table 2: Callback Functions from Instrumented Code

Table 3: After Instrumentation of Code in Table 1
the various operations in JavaScript. The selective record-replay engine of JALANGI is implemented by defining these callback functions.

JALANGI exposes the instrumentation library as a function `instrumentCode()`. This enables us also to dynamically instrument any code that is created and evaluated at runtime. For example, we modify any call to `eval(s)` to `eval(instrumentCode(s))`.

5. PERFORMANCE OF JALANGI

We ran JALANGI’s record-replay on 26 programs in the JavaScript SunSpider benchmark suite (http://www.webkit.org/perf/sunspider/sunspider.html) and on five web apps written for the Tizen OS using HTML5/JavaScript. (https://developer.tizen.org/downloads/sample-web-applications) Table 4 shows the overhead associated with the record-replay and with the three dynamic analyses: no analysis (denoted by `empty`), tracking origins of null and undefined (denoted by `taint`), and a taint analysis (denoted by `track`). We also report the number of values we recorded for each benchmark program. The experiments were performed on a laptop with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8 GB RAM, running the web apps on Chrome 25 and performed the replay executions on node.js 0.8.14.

We did not measure the slowdown of the web apps because these are mostly interactive applications. For the SunSpider benchmark suite, we observed an average slowdown of 26X during the recording phase with a minimum of 1.5X and a maximum of 93X. On the `empty` analysis during the replay phase, we observed an average slowdown of 30X with a minimum of 1.5X and a maximum of 93X. Track analysis showed an average slowdown of 32.75X with a minimum of 1.5X and a maximum of 96X.

5.1 Issues Detected by JALANGI Dynamic Analyses

JALANGI’s likely type inconsistency checker found that the function `createP` in `3d-cube.js` of the SunSpider benchmark suite is mostly used as a constructor, but at one location it was called as a function. As a result of the function invocation, the program creates an unnecessary `V` field in the global object. We believe that this call is a possible programming error.

JALANGI’s object allocation profiler noticed that the method `getValue(place, _board)` in the Annex game webapp creates a constant object thousands of times. We believe that such unnecessary creation of the constant object can be avoided by hoisting the constant object outside the method.

6. RELATED WORK

To our best knowledge JALANGI is the first dynamic analysis framework for JavaScript. There are few tools that could perform record-replay of JavaScript programs. JSBench [5] uses record-replay mechanisms to create JavaScript benchmarks. Mugshot [3] is captures all events to deterministically replay executions of web applications. Ripley [8] replicates execution of a client-side JavaScript program on a server side replica.

7. CONCLUSION

JALANGI has taken care of various challenging details of JavaScript. One can easily implement a dynamic analysis in the JALANGI framework since all the worrisome corners of JavaScript are handled. We expect that JALANGI will facilitate future research on dynamic analysis of JavaScript.
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